


Part 1: What is AMBER?

AMBER metaverse is a free-to-play blockchain game & a 
platform for virtual worlds with various game modes and 
play 2 own economy. Our mission is blockchain mass adoption 
and creating a seamless transition for web2 users to web3

The entire economy is based on using an AMBER token to buy a 
game pass, which gives you the opportunity to earn rewards in 
the form of virtual property. Open a mystery chest and get rare 
rewards. Exchange the tokens you receive at the Marketplaces. 
Stake - you can put your tokens in the treasury and receive 
rewards.  

A platform for virtual worlds

Unite & Create



Problem 

Companies store the digital property of users on their servers. This does not give full ownership over assets. 

The solution is to validate the ownership of a digital asset through blockchain transactions and to introduce NFT standards into 
games where there is an economy associated with the purchase of property.

Solution

Problem 
Lack of understanding and trust in blockchain among the mass user

Solution
Free To play A game with on-chain transactions and an in-game NFT browser allows the user to easily enter the world of web 3, 
register their crypto wallet and even get their NFT while playing. 

Problem 
Reputation of NFT projects: A lot of short-term projects, they quickly gained a large audience but also lost their reputation, which 
was a problem for the sustainability of the business model. 

Solution
Our solution is NFT digital property, which is the core of the business model where NFT validates ownership 



Smart NFT Avatars

PARAS

MINTBASE



Smart NFT Avatars

- Makes you unique ✅

- Your property ❌

- Can have different metadata ❌

- May have additional features ❌

-  AR experience ❌

- Makes you unique ✅

- Your property ✅

- Сan have different metadata ✅

- Has On-chain/DeFi/DAO features ✅

-  AR experience ✅



NFT Utility

AMBER governance DAO: become a member 
of the NFT DAO where 1 NFT = 1 vote.

With our NFTs, you enter the private round of our token sale.

Dropping rare NFTs from a mysterious chest NFT you will get 
a prize in the form of a token stream through the service 
Roketo: 300N during 1 year - (1 piece), 30N during 6 months 
- (9 pieces), 5N during a month (155 pieces) to the purse of 
the NFT owner.

Staking at Paras

Each NFT will bring you more silver in-game.

You can use AR technology and show off your property 
anywhere, anytime.

With our NFTs you can play in the real world, and win dance 
Challenges on TikTok.

Access to a private game club on Discord.

Use in games outside of the AMBER.



DAapp

Amber DApp is where players will have their account 
and be able to mint, change, buy, sell NFT properties 
and find friends and meet them in-game. 

- Dashboard
- Marketplace
- Game Pass
- Character
- Treasure
- Massanger
- Staking
- Dao
- Mystery Chest

amber.top



Marketplace

A marketplace based on Mintbase technologies will also use their 
smart contracts to sell NFT assets. 
Also, anyone can become a creator and seller of their own assets 
(islands, real estate, weapons, vehicles, appearances) 
by verifying their account on the marketplace, 
or develop designs for Amber's NFT asset line.
The marketplace will provide an opportunity to highlight the latest 
collections.

NFT is traded in AMBER token and some of it is burned in 
transactions.



MOBILE Gaming

Our main priority:
- mobile devices
- free2play mechanics 
- ability to create your own 
games 



Game modes

AMBER is a multiplayer game with different 
types of game modes and AMBER also 
brings its own modes. Already available 
modes:

- Death Match
- Kill confirmed
- Defend Territory
- Capture the Flag
- Race Weapon

ambergame.top



Game Pass
This is a kind of subscription during which the user is guaranteed 
to get small prizes at certain intervals and at the end of which the 
user is guaranteed to get a bigger prize.

Mystery Chest
Сollect a certain amount of silver and you can open a mysterious 
chest that may randomly draw a rare prize. 

It is traded with an AMBER token, and a portion of it is burned in 
transactions.



Mass Adoption

STEP 1
Web 2

STEP 2
Web 2/3

STEP 3
Web3

- User Login

- User Registration

- Buy valuable NFT

-  Resident and member of DAO 
status

- In-game silver multiplier

- Trade valuable NFTs on second 
market

- User Login

- User Registration

- Play without NFT

- Collect experience and silver 

- Buy or win series NFT

- Own digital property

- Trade on second market

- User Login

- Without Registration

- Play without NFT

- Enter as guest and play without 
earning silver



Business Model 

Key Partners

Blockchain dev company
Game dev company
Investors
Nft artist
Contributors 
Community 

Key Activities

Developing game modes
Purchasing Nft assets
Resource transaction
Colaborating with products and games
Engaging users and contributors 

Value Proposition

Free to play nft game with 
various game modes and
NFT digital property ownership 

Customer Relationship

We open to our community.
Amber speak with 
Contributors through DAO and
Giving a grant to developers
In. Amber
We building strong community 
of players through different 
interactive and teaching our user

Customer Segments

Our target audience is people
from the blockchain community, 
nft artists, gamers, streamers 
and developers also a bunch of
web 2 users

Channels

Nft Markets
App Store 
Blockchain community
Magazines 
Socials
Collaborations
You tube 
Events 
Advertisement 

Key Resources

Community
Contributors 
Partnership 

Revenue Streams

Nft Assets
Token
Servicing of transaction
Marketplace
Advertisement 

Cost Structure

Developing
Marketing
Game Dev



The concept of worlds

https://testnet.mintbase.io/thing/Xo9n7CNGSpEumPZkrqNS_y6rHMoFdg7f_ewBRA0DtO4:unitygames.mintspace2.testnet 

In order to understand the concept of the AMBER 
metaverse , it is necessary to imagine a point 
which has XYZ coordinate axes. This point is the 
first NFT world. It is AMBER.

The first three-dimensional body after the point is a 
tetrahedron - it has 4 vertices, then an okrahedron 
- 5 vertices, then an icosahedron - 12 vertices, 
then 42, 162, 642, 2562, 10242, 40962, 163842 
vertices. Each verticle is a SMART NFT VORLD.

https://testnet.mintbase.io/thing/Xo9n7CNGSpEumPZkrqNS_y6rHMoFdg7f_ewBRA0DtO4:unitygames.mintspace2.testnet


LANDS
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LANDS

AMBER DAO
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DAO

AMBER DAO

Can impact the development of the project by making 
suggestions and voting.
This vote is an advisory vote for AMBER DAO. Voting within 
AMBER NFT DAO is mandatory for AMBER NFT DAO

AMBER NFT 
DAO 

8888 NFT 
AVATAR

AMBER DEV 
DAO

Supreme Council of AMBER. Decides by direct 
vote on the basis of 1 person - 1 vote. Takes into 
account the opinion of the AMBER NFT DAO

ART DAO

It deals with everything to do with 
development. Participants can be in other 

Anything to do with design and graphics, NFT. 
Participants can be in other ecosystem DAOs

MARKETING 
DAO

Promotion and market research. 
Participants can be in other ecosystem DAOs

AMBER  
FOUNDATION

Responsible for funding other DAOs. 
Managed by AMBER DAO consuls

The DAO system

AMBER DAO



Roadmap milestones

1 STEP    
- Android Game.                                                     
- Google login (wallet attachment)
- Legal structure.
- Licence.
- AMBER Land Smart contract start developing.

Mint. Play. Trade.

5 STEP
- Land smart contract deploy.

4 STEP
- Marketplace Launch
- Own Game Server 
- Marketing Campaign and mass adoption.

3 STEP
- MacOS and Windows game.
- NEW NFT DROP (weapons).
- Game Pass system.

2 STEP
- Marketplace (start of dev).
- New Mechanics, lands.
- Token issue



TOKENOMIСS

Our tokenomic are designed 
to develop the product as 
quickly as possible and to 
actively market it. A large 
reserve fund will allow a more 
flexible response to 
unforeseen situations



PROPOSAL

The first round is the 
SEED round. 
Only at the end of 
which the VIP is 
opened. In the VIP 
round can participate 
at least 3 and no more 
than 4 participants.
These rounds are not 
closed until the first 
quarter of 2023.
After that follow 
Private and Public 
sale.



Contact:

https://twitter.com/AMBER_metaverse

https://calendly.com/ambermetaverse

https://discord.gg/5ze32SFmmS

https://t.me/amber_game


